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Abstract
The use of logic-based representations in distributed environments
such as the semantic web has lead to work on the representation
of and reasoning with mappings between distributed ontologies.
Up to now the investigation of reasoning methods in this area was
restricted to the use of mapping for query answering or subsumption
reasoning. In this paper, we investigate the task of reasoning about
the mappings themselves. We identify a number of properties such
as consistency and entailment of mappings that are important for
validating and comparing mappings. We provide formal definitions
for these properties and show how the properties can be checked
using existing reasoning methods by reducing them to local and
global satisfiability testing in distributed description logics.
Keywords: Ontologies, Mappings, Reasoning, Consis-
tency
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1 Motivation
The problem of semantic heterogeneity is becoming more and more press-
ing in many areas of information technologies. The Semantic Web is only
one area where the problem of semantic heterogeneity has lead to intensive
research on methods for semantic integration. The specific problem of se-
mantic integration on the Semantic Web is the need to not only integrate
data and schema information, but to also provide means to integrate ontolo-
gies, rich semantic models of a particular domain. There are two lines of
work connected to the problem of a semantic integration of ontologies:
• The (semi-) automatic detection of semantic relations between ontolo-
gies [8, 6, 10, 11, 7].
• The representation and use of semantic relations for reasoning and
query answering [5, 9, 4, 14, 3].
So far work on representation of and reasoning with mappings has fo-
cussed on mechanisms for answering queries and using mappings to compute
subsumption relationships between concepts in the mapped ontologies. These
methods always assumed that the mappings used are manually created and
of high quality (in particular consistent). In this paper we investigate logical
reasoning about mappings that are not assumed to be perfect. In partic-
ular, our methods can be used to check (automatically created) mappings
for formal and conceptual consistency and determine implied mappings that
have not explicitly been represented. We investigate such mappings in the
context of distributed description logics [2, 13], an extension of traditional
description logics with mappings between concepts in different T-Boxes. The
functionality described in this paper will be become more important in the
future because more and more ontologies are created and need to be linked.
For larger ontologies the process of mapping will not be done completely by
hand, but will reply on or will at least be supported by automatic mapping
approaches. We see our work as a contribution to semi-automatic approaches
for creating mappings between ontologies where possible mappings are com-
puted automatically and then corrected manually making use of methods for
checking the formal and conceptual properties of the mappings. The concrete
contributions of this paper are the following:
• We define a number of formal properties that mappings should satisfy
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• We present methods for checking these properties by rephrasing them
as reasoning problems in distributed description logics
• We present an implementation of the methods in the DRAGO reasoning
system.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we briefly review distributed
description logics (DDL) as an extension of traditional description logics and
discuss reasoning in this logic. In section 3 we introduce a number of formal
properties that mappings in DDL should satisfy. Methods for checking these
properties by rephrasing it to a reasoning problem in DDL are presented in
section 4 and conclude with a discussion in section 5.
2 Distributed Description Logics
Distributed Description Logics as proposed in [2] provide a language for talk-
ing over sets of terminologies. For this purpose DDLs provide mechanisms
for referring to terminologies and for defining rules that connect concepts in
different terminologies. On the semantic level, DDLs extend the notion of
interpretation introduced above to fit the distributed nature of the model
and to reason about concept subsumption across terminologies.
Let I be a non-empty set of indices and {Ti}i∈I a set of terminologies.
We prefix inclusion axioms with the index of the terminology they belong
to (i.e. i : C denotes a concept in terminology Ti and j : C v D a concept
inclusion axioms from terminology Tj). Note that i : C and j : C are different
concepts. Semantic relations between concepts in different terminologies are
represented in terms of axioms of the following form, where C and D are
concepts in terminologies Ti and Tj, respectively:
• i : C v−→ j : D (into)
• i : C w−→ j : D (onto)
• i : C ≡−→ j : D (equivalence)
• i : C ⊥−→ j : D (disjointness)
These axioms are called bridge-rules. A distributed terminology T is now
defined as a pair ({Ti}i∈I , {Bij}i6=j∈I) where {Ti}i∈I is a set of terminologies
and {Bij}i6=j∈I is a set of bridge rules between these terminologies.
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The semantics of distributed description logics is defined in terms of a
distributed interpretation I = ({Ii}i∈I , {rij}i6=j∈I) where Ii is an interpreta-
tion for T-Box Ti as used in Description Logics or an interpretation on the
empty domain that maps each concept and role on the empty set (compare
[13]) and rij ⊆ ∆Ii × ∆Ij is a domain relation connecting elements of the
interpretation domains of terminologies Ti and Tj. We use rij(x) to denote
{y ∈ ∆Ij |(x, y) ∈ rij} and rij(C) to denote
⋃
x∈C rij(x).
A distributed interpretation I satisfies a distributed terminology T if:
• Ii satisfies Ti for all i ∈ I
• rij(CIi) ⊆ DIj for all i : C v−→ j : D in Bij
• rij(CIi) ⊇ DIj for all i : C w−→ j : D in Bij
• rij(CIi) = DIj for all i : C ≡−→ j : D in Bij
• rij(CIi) ∩DIj = ∅ for all i : C ⊥−→ j : D in Bij
In this case we call I a model for T. A concept i : D subsumes a concept
i : C (i : C v D) if for all models of T we have CIi ⊆ DIi .
Reasoning in DDL differs from reasoning in traditional description logics
by the way knowledge is propagated between T-Boxes by certain combina-
tions of bridge rules. The simplest case in which knowledge is propagated is
the following:
i : A
w−→ j : G, i : B v−→ j : H, i : A v B
j : G v H (1)
This means that the subsumption between two concepts in a T-Box can
depend on the subsumption between two concepts in a different T-Box if the
subsumed concepts are linked by the onto- and the subsuming concepts by
an into-rule. In languages that support disjunction, this basic propagation
rule can be generalized to subsumption between a concept and a disjunction
of other concepts in the following way:
i : A
w−→ j : G, i : B1 v−→ j : H1, . . . , i : Bn v−→ j : Hn, i : A v B1 unionsq · · · unionsqBn
j : G v H1 unionsq · · · unionsqHn
(2)
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It has been shown that this general propagation rule completely de-
scribes reasoning in DDL that goes beyond well known methods for rea-
soning in Description Logics [13]. To be more specific, adding the infer-
ence rule in equation 2 to existing tableaux reasoning methods lead to a
correct and complete method for reasoning in DDL. The method has been
implemented in the DRAGO system [12] which is available for download at
http://trinity.dit.unitn.it/drago/.
3 Properties of Mappings
The formal semantics of distributed description logics tells us how to reason
about concepts in a distributed T-Box taking into account the constraints on
the interpretation imposed by mappings (sets of bridge rules) by means of
formal properties like subsumption and inconsistency. These properties have
been proven useful to support the development of high quality centralized on-
tologies [1]. When extending centralized to distributed ontologies by means
of mappings, there is a need for similar concepts to support the development
of high quality mappings. In this context, we have to define properties that
reflect the quality of a mapping and can be tested by formal reasoning. In
this section, we introduce four properties that reflect the quality of a map-
ping, namely containment, minimality, consistency and embedding. In the
following, we explain these properties and their connection to mapping qual-
ity and provide a formal characterization of each of the properties that will
be used to define effective methods for checking these properties using the
DRAGO reasoning system.
3.1 Consistency and Embedding
The first two properties we will discuss can be seen as the counterpart of the
notion of satisfiability of a concept or a T-Box for mappings. In particular,
we want to test whether a set of bridge rules make sense from a conceptual
point of view. We start with an example. Let T be a distributed T-Box
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composed of the following two ontologies Oi and Oj with the mappings Bij.
Axioms of Oi Axioms of Oj
i :Student ≡ PhdStudent unionsqMsStudent j :Student ≡ PhdStudent unionsqMsStudent unionsq BaStudent
i :PhdStudent v ¬MsStudent j :PhdStudent v ¬MsStudent
j :BaStudent v ¬MsStudent
j :PhdStudent v ¬BaStudent
Mappings from Oi to Oj in Bij
i :Student ≡−→ j :Student
i :PhDStudent ≡−→ j :PhDStudent
i :MsStudent ≡−→ j :MsStudent
It can be easily shown that by applying the definition of satisfiability of
bridge rules, any distributed interpretation for T is such that BaStudentIj =
∅. Clearly this is not a desirable property for a mapping. It means that
the additional constraints on the interpretation induced by the bridge rules
are too strong as they make parts of the target ontology unsatisfiable. In
this case the mappings can be fixed by weakening the first bridge rule to
i :Student
v−→ j :Student.
In order to avoid situations like the one above, we introduce the notion
of a consistency for mappings and claim that a mapping is consistent if it
does not make a satisfiable concept in the target ontology unsatisfiable:
Definition 1 (Consistency) A set of bridge rules Bij from an ontology
Oi to an ontology Oj is consistent if for all atomic concept C such that
Oj 6|= C v ⊥, we have that 〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉 6|= j :C v ⊥. A set of bridge rules
in inconsistent if it is not consistent.
The notion of consistency is useful for evaluating mappings that have
been generated automatically using ontology matching tools. As most of
the existing tools are based on heuristics rather and do not check logical
implications of mappings, a situation like the above can occur with generated
mappings. Checking consistency in the sense of the definition above will
detect unwanted effects of these mappings.
There are cases, where combinations of bridge rules have an unwanted
effect even though they do not fall under the notion of inconsistency intro-
duced above, because they do not make any concept unsatisfiable. Consider
the following pair of bridge rules:
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i :Car
v−→ j :UsefulThing (3)
i :Car
v−→ j :UselessThing (4)
If in the j-th ontology useful and useless things are defined as disjoint
classes as we would expect (UselessThing v ¬UsefulThing), then our intuition
is that these two mappings cannot jointly be satisfiable. According to defi-
nition 1, however, they are consistent. The reason is that the semantics of
DDL admits the situation in which rij is not defined on any element of Car
Ii .
In this case, a model for the situation above can be constructed such that:
rij(Car
Ii) = ∅ ⊆ UsefulThingIj and rij(CarIi) = ∅ ⊆ UselessThingIj . So there
exists at least one satisfiable interpretation I.
However a satisfiable mapping on the empty set is not desirable for practi-
cal reasons. Mappings are useful when they can be used to transfer informa-
tion from one ontology to the other. For instance, the mapping i :A
v−→ j :B
transfer the fact of x being A in ontology Oi, into the fact that rij(x) is B in
Oj. If the domain relation rij is empty, then no information is transferred,
and therefore, despite the consistency of mappings, they are still useless.
To catch the above intuition of a mapping that has the capability of
transferring data from i to j we define the notion of an embedding in the
following way.
Definition 2 (Embedding) A set of bridge rules Bij from Oi to Oj is an
embedding if for all model Ii for Oi and for all atomic concepts C of Li with
CIi 6= ∅, there is a distributed model 〈Ii, Ij, rij〉 such that rij(CIi) 6= ∅.
According to the definition we have a set of bridge rules that contains (3)
and (4) is not an embedding as it can be satisfied only if rij(Car) = ∅. This
property is another one that can be used to check the output of automatic
mapping approaches on a logical level in order to ensure that the resulting
mapping can actually be used to transfer information between the ontologies
that have been mapped.
There are some problems with this global definition of embedding of a
complete mapping as there are cases, where the inability to transfer infor-
mation between models is not actually a bug, but represents the different
viewpoints taken by each model. Consider the case where Oj is an ontology
that speaks about food and contains the axioms
toxic ≡ ¬eatable (5)
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If ontology Oi speaks about the things sold in a big super-store, which sells
food, computers and plants, then you will contains object which are neither
toxic nor eatable, say for instance flowers, and the following mappings would
be acceptable,
i :FreshMilk
v−→ j :Eatable (6)
i :OldMilk
v−→ j :Toxic (7)
i :Rose
⊥−→ j :Eatable (8)
i :Rose
⊥−→ j :Toxic (9)
Clearly mapping (8) and (9) together with the axiom (5), entails that
rij(Rose
Ii) = ∅. But in this example this fact is acceptable, since the second
ontology is supposed not to have anything that corresponds to a rose.
To accommodate with this case we can refine the definition of embedding
by adding a set of concepts on which we require the domain relation to be
defined.
Definition 3 (Embedding for a concept) A set of bridge rules from Oi
to Oj is an embedding for an atomic concept C if the following assertion
holds: if Oi |= C (C is consistent in Oi) then there is a distributed interpre-
tation 〈Ii, Ij, rij〉 such that r(CIi) 6= ∅. A set of bridge rules is an embedding
for a set of atomic concepts C, if it is an embedding for all the atomic concepts
C ∈ C.
This refined version of embedding provides us with a powerful analytical
tool that ontology engineers can use to assess the quality of mappings and
also to better understand differences in the viewpoints taken by different on-
tologies. Computing the set of non-embedded concepts gives us an idea of
topics on which two ontologies take different points of view. On the other
hand we can state expectations about differences in viewpoints by specifying
sets of concepts that we assume to be embedded or non-embedded respec-
tively. Based on this assumption, we can test whether the mapping actually
reflects this assumption.
3.2 Containment and Minimality
The remaining two properties to be discussed here can be seen as the counter-
part of subsumption in classical Description Logics applied to mappings. In
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particular, these properties are closely connected to the notion of entailment
between bridge rules. Consider the following two rules.
i :Car
v−→ j :Vehicle (10)
i :SportCar
v−→ j :Vehicle (11)
Supposed that Oi contains the axiom SportCar v Car. Mapping (11) is
redundant, as it is already contained in the mapping (10). In other words,
mapping (11) is entailed by mapping (10) and the axioms of Oi. In the
following definition we formalize the notion of entailment (or consequence)
between mappings
Definition 4 (Entailment) A bridge rule i :A
R−→ j :B (with R ∈ {v,w
⊥,≡}) is a consequence of a set of bridge rules Bij from Oi to OJ , if for
every distributed model I = 〈Ii, Ij, rij〉 of 〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉, I |= i :A R−→ j :B
Entailment of bridge rules can be used to compute and evaluate the conse-
quences of a mapping. Existing mapping approaches normally use heuristics
to prune the search space for possible mappings and therefore do not test
each combination of concepts for a possible semantic correspondence. In the
case of the example above, most mapping approaches would only compute
i :Car
v−→ j :Vehicle. The notion of entailment allows us to check that this
also covers the mapping from sports cars to vehicles as we would expect.
Based on this notion of entailment, we can introduce two additional prop-
erties of mappings that are useful in the context of evaluating ontology map-
pings. Containment says that one mapping logically follows from another
one, Minimality refers to the most compact representation of a mapping.,
Definition 5 (Containment and Minimality) A set of bridge rules Bij
is contained in another set of bridge rules B′ij if and only if for each bridge
rule b ∈ Bij b is a consequence of B′ij. A set of bridge rules Bij is minimal,
if there is no subset S of Bij such that Bij is contained in S.
The notion of minimality is important when it comes to comparing the
results of automatic mapping systems in terms of precision and recall. Such
an evaluation is normally done by comparing the results of different systems
to a gold standard mapping. In order to guarantee a fair evaluation, only
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the minimal representations of all mappings should be compared because
otherwise approaches that compute more mappings than necessary will get
a penalty in terms of precision.
4 Deciding Mapping Properties
In order to use the criteria defined above for engineering and evaluating map-
pings between terminological models, we need efficient methods for deciding
whether these properties hold in a given setting. In this section, we show
that all of the properties can be tested using existing reasoning methods for
distributed description logics. Given a distributed T-Box, T, the following
reasoning services are available in the DRAGO system:
• Local/global satisfiability: check if Oi |= C v ⊥, and T |= i :C v ⊥
• Local/global subsumption: check if Oi |= C v D, and T |= i :C v D
• Local/global classification: Produce a classification1 on the atomic con-
cepts of Oi.
In the following we show a simple (not optimized, but viable) way to check
the properties introduced in the previous section, by using these reasoning
services.
4.1 Consistency
A procedure for checking consistency of a mapping can be obtained by a
direct application of the definition. In particular by checking whether all
locally satisfiable concepts are also globally satisfiable.
1concepts C, is directed acyclic graph 〈C,≺,∼〉, where C is the set of atomic concepts of
the language of Oi and ≺ constitute a directed acyclic graph on C, and ∼ is an equivalence
relation on C. And the following properties holds, C ∼ D iff Oi |= C ≡ D (resp T |= i :
C ≡ D), C ≺ D if and only if Oi |= C v D and Oi 6|= C v D, (resp. T |= i :C v D and
T 6|= i :C v D). Furthermore if C ≺ D then for no E ∈ C, C ≺ E ≺ D
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ConsistencyCheck(Tij = 〈Oi, Oj ,Bij〉) computes if the map-
pings Bij are consistent w.r.t. Oi and Oj
1. GlobalClassifyj(Tij)
2. if for some C, such that C ≡ ⊥, LocalSatj(C) = True
then return False else return True
The soundness and completeness of ConsistencyCheck is guaranteed
by the soundness and completeness of the function GlobalClassifyj.
4.2 Embedding
The notion of embedding of a concept cannot directly be checked using the
available reasoning services because the definition of embedding does not rely
on the satisfiability of a concept, but on the image rij(C). In order to be
able to use the reasoning services, we have to make this image explicit by
turning it into a new named concept in the target ontology.
Definition 6 (Image) Let C→ be a concept name that does not appear in
Oj and C an atomic concept in Oi. C
→ is called the j-image of C in OC
→
j :=
Oj ∪ {C→ v >} if C→ is defined by the mapping BC→ij = Bij ∪ {i :C ≡−→ j :
C→}.
For improving the readability we write Oj (resp. Bij) instead of OC→j
(resp. BC→ij ) in the following and assume that for an image C→ the ontology
Oj resp. the set of bridge rules Bij is already extended.
This notion of an image allows us to directly ask questions about the
semantic relation of the image of a concept to other concepts in the target
ontology. This means that we can reformulate the embedding property in
terms of conditions that only apply to named concepts in the following way.
Proposition 1 (Embedding) If Oi 6` i : C v ⊥ and 〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉 6` j :
C→ v ⊥ then C is embedded in ontology Oj.
A test for this notion of embedding can now be implemented using the
available reasoning services for distributed description logics. A correspond-
ing algorithm is given below.
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EmbeddingCheck(〈Oi, Oj ,Bij〉 , C) checks if a concept C is em-
bedded in an ontology Oj by the mapping Bij
1. if LocalSatiC = True and
2. GlobalSat(〈Oi, Oj ,Bij〉 , j : C→) = True then return
True else return False
This test for the embedding of a concept can of course easily be extended
to testing the general embedding property for a mapping. In this case, we
just iterate the embedding test over all concepts in the source ontology.
4.3 Entailment
The idea of explicitly representing images of concepts in the target ontology
can also be used to give an operational definition for testing entailment of
bridge rules. This is done by extending the existing mapping with the image
of the concept that is the domain of the mapping to be tested and checking
the semantic relation between this image and other concepts in the target
ontology.
Proposition 2 (Entailment) Let C→ be the image of an atomic concept
C. For any atomic concept D in ontology Oj then the following equivalences
hold:
〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉 |= j :C→ ≡ D ⇐⇒ T |= i :C ≡−→ j :D
〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉 |= j :C→ v D ⇐⇒ T |= i :C v−→ j :D
〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉 |= j :C→ w D ⇐⇒ T |= i :C w−→ j :D
〈Oi, Oj,Bij〉 |= j :C→ uD v ⊥ ⇐⇒ T |= i :C ⊥−→ j :D
On the basis of the above propositions we can define the following pro-
cedure for checking consequence using the available reasoning service of the
DRAGO system.
DerivabilityCheck(T, C : i
R−→ D : j) verifies if the mapping i :C R−→ j :Dk) is a consequence of
mapping Bij w.r.t., Oi and Oj .
1. extend Bij with C : i ≡−→ C→ :j for some new concept C→ in Oj
2. Case:
R = “ v ” return GlobalSubsumption(j :C→ v D)
R = “ w ” return GlobalSubsumption(j :D v C→)
R = “ ≡ ” return GlobalSubsumption(j :D v C→)∧GlobalSubsumption(j :C→ v D)
R = “⊥” return ¬GlobalSatisfiable(j :D u C→)
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Once we can check entailment of a mapping, we can use this method to
check the properties containment and minimality that are both defined based
on the notion of entailment. In the case of containment, we test entailment
for all mappings of the contained mapping. Minimality is somehow more
complicated to check as it might require checking all possible subsets of a
mapping for the containment property, but nevertheless it can be done using
the reasoning services mentioned above.
5 Discussion
We discussed the problem of reasoning about ontology mappings, a problem
that has not been studied intensively so far. We identified a number of formal
properties that are relevant for judging the quality of a mapping and showed
how these properties can be decided based on existing reasoning services for
distributed description logics.
So far our work has mainly been theoretical. Next important steps are
the implementation of the reasoning services proposed in this paper and
their evaluation on the basis of automatically generated mappings between
description logic models. In this context, we will have to think about opti-
mized algorithms that avoid exhaustive testing and scales up to real world
ontologies.
Another direction for future work is the integration of reasoning about
the properties of mappings with automatic mapping methods. We think that
the properties defined in this paper can help to prune the search space of au-
tomatic matching tools and increase the quality of the generated mappings.
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